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Abstract

Background: According to sustainable development goals (SDGs), societies
should have access to affordable, reliable, and sustainable energy. Deregulated
electricity markets have been established to provide affordable electricity for
end-users through advertising competition. Although these liberalized markets are
expected to serve this purpose, they are far from perfect and are prone to threats,
such as collusion. Tacit collusion is a condition, in which power generating
companies (GenCos) disrupt the competition by exploiting their market power.

Methods: In this manuscript, a novel deep Q-network (DQN) model is
developed, which GenCos can use to determine the bidding strategies to
maximize average long-term payoffs using available information. In the presence
of collusive equilibria, the results are compared with a conventional Q-learning
model that solely relies on past outcomes. With that, this manuscript aims to
investigate the impact of emerging DQN models on the establishment of collusive
equilibrium in markets with repetitive interactions among players.

Results and Conclusions: The outcomes show that GenCos may be able to
collude unintentionally while trying to ameliorate long-term profits. Collusive
strategies can lead to exorbitant electric bills for end-users, which is one of the
influential factors in energy poverty. Thus, policymakers and market designers
should be vigilant regarding the combined effect of information disclosure and
autonomous pricing, as new models exploit information more effectively.

Keywords: Collusion; deep reinforcement learning; day-ahead electricity market;
Nash equilibrium1

2

Introduction3

The 7th united nations’ sustainable development goal (SDG7) invites societies to4

provide affordable, reliable, and sustainable energy for everyone. While access to5

clean energy is the major concern in many developing countries [40], energy afford-6

ability is being emphasized in the developed world [12]. Traditionally, electricity7

had to be consumed instantly after generation due to the unfavorable economics8

of electricity storage technologies. Owing to this physical constraint, the electricity9

industry expanded as vertically integrated monopolies around the globe. Unfor-10

tunately, these entities suffered from poor performance and high operation costs,11

which forced governments to reform the electric power sector. To boost the efficiency12

of these regulated entities, market designers and policymakers pursue liberalization13

mailto:danial.esmaeili@ufz.de
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(i.e., deregulation) that aims to maximize social welfare through promoting com-14

petition among self-interested participants. Although market designers expect to15

witness full competition, it is demonstrated that some electricity markets act more16

like oligopolies for the following reasons [11]:17

• Limited number of generators as a result of high capital investment.18

• Network congestion that prevents generators from dispatching power to inac-19

cessible consumers.20

• Transmission losses that hinder producers in serving remote consumers.21

Oligopolistic markets may incubate collusion that harms open competition among22

participants. While explicit collusion in electricity markets is prohibited, tacit col-23

lusion may still exist in the absence of formal contracts [18]. To achieve a perfectly24

competitive market, collusion (of any kind) should be eliminated, but it is not a25

straightforward task for regulators to detect tacit collusion [1, 8, 39]. Heim and Götz26

[19] study the rising price of reserve power in the German market. The authors con-27

clude that the seemingly collusive behavior is due to the repetitive auctions with28

the pay-as-bid pricing mechanism.29

To make matters worse, antitrust agencies are worried that the autonomous pric-30

ing algorithms, often used by suppliers, may learn to collude unintentionally [6, 7].31

Algorithmic pricing is common in many markets; for instance, according to Chen32

et al [9], 500 vendors out of 1,641 on Amazon marketplace benefitted from auto-33

mated pricing algorithms. Algorithmic pricing attracted more attention after the34

advent of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) [31].35

Thus, in this manuscript, we develop a state-of-the-art algorithm based on a36

deep Q-network (DQN) model, by which GenCos maximize their long-term profits37

considering the impact of rivals’ decisions. The results of the offered DQN model38

are compared with an extended version of the conventional Q-learning algorithm39

[2, 3] in a setting with collusive equilibria.40

Literature review41

Optimization models, which are employed extensively in formulating the strate-42

gic behavior of profit-driven power generating companies (GenCos), often require43

knowledge about rivals’ confidential information and market clearing mechanism44

[33, 49]. For bi-level models, in particular, the lower level should be free of any45

binary variables, since it is replaced with the Karush Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) opti-46

mality conditions [27]. As such, solving the resulting model may present distorted47

outcomes, since it lacks variables that capture real-world behaviors including shut-48

down and start-up [48].49

On the other hand, simulation models are considered as alternatives to optimiza-50

tion (and equilibrium) models when underlying problems are intractable for analyt-51

ical methods to address [16]. Typically, researchers rely on agent-based simulation52

models in decentralized electricity markets, since it provides sufficient flexibility to53

investigate the impact of learning on GenCos’ strategic behavior. At the forefront54

of imitating human-like intelligence in agents are model-free reinforcement learning55

(RL) algorithms [44]: agents learn the optimal set of actions (i.e., optimal policy)56

with respect to each state, solely by interacting with the environment. In spite of57

their success in various fields, including operations research, decision, and control58
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theories, RL methods (e.g., Q-learning) suffer from two major drawbacks: the lack59

of theoretical proof to assure solution optimality, and the curse of dimensionality60

[5]. As the state space expands, the required memory to store transitions grows ex-61

ponentially with it. To circumvent the dimensionality curse, Roth-Erev learning [13]62

is developed, which is a streamlined version of RL when a limited number of pure63

strategies are played by agents. However, Roth-Erev-equipped agents are unable to64

learn consistent behaviors in complex games, such as the sequential bargaining game65

[20]. To address the dimensionality challenge, a more recent trend is to estimate the66

optimal action-selection policy using deep neural networks (DNN).67

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been used in various fields [4, 36] since68

the 1950s; nevertheless, the combination of ANNs and RL algorithms together with69

the ever-increasing computational power and the availability of big data attracted70

researchers’ attention in the field of artificial intelligence (AI). After the preliminary71

breakthrough of the DQN model in the classic Atari 2600 games [31], AlphaGo72

defeated the world champion of the board game Go in 2016 by training DNNs using73

a combination of the supervised learning and RL [41]. To showcase the competence74

of DNN models, the classic Go game is considered, since previously employed AI75

search algorithms in other games, such as Chess, are ineffective.76

Aliabadi et al [2] proposed a Q-learning algorithm with time-dependent parame-77

ters showing that agents with the extended learning algorithm can converge to either78

Nash equilibria or strategies with the same payoff tuple under most parameter com-79

binations. On the other hand, Klein [24] has shown that RL-equipped agents can80

find collusive equilibria in a simple duopoly setting. In [37, 38] agent-based simula-81

tion models with RL-equipped agents are employed to investigate actors’ behavior82

in a common standalone balancing energy market, which is scheduled to be put into83

practice in 2022. In 2019, a DQN model was developed for the first time to optimize84

GenCos’ bidding strategies in deregulated electricity markets [48]. The same group85

extended their model in 2020 and compared their results with the conventional Q-86

learning and bi-level models [49]. Recently, Razmi et al [39] employed supervised87

learning algorithms to detect collusion in day-ahead markets. This algorithm can88

be used by independent system operators in markets with limited dynamism. Ad-89

ditionally, Guo et al [17] proposed a data-driven recognition system for bidding90

objective function using deep inverse reinforcement learning and verify their results91

using DQN.92

In this study, we aim to create a state-of-the-art DQN model that assists generic93

GenCos to raise and sustain their incomes without using confidential information94

related to employed technologies (e.g., the unit generation cost), while also taking95

network constraints into account. The outcomes are then investigated to assess96

the possibility of players unintentionally engaging in collusive behavior. Although97

DNN models are applied to a wide variety of problems, to the best of the authors’98

knowledge, this manuscript is the first to analyze the capacity of the aforementioned99

models in sustaining collusive behavior in deregulated electricity markets.100

Problem definition101

In this paper, the strategic bidding problem on a day-ahead market is considered,102

taking network constraints into account. A typical electric grid is made of intercon-103

nected nodes, which function independently. In each node, the produced power by104
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GenCos is consumed by demand centers, and the excess power flows to the con-105

nected nodes through transmission lines. Due to physical limitations, transmission106

lines are unable to dispatch electricity above a certain threshold. A power network107

is called “congested” when a thoroughly loaded transmission line reaches its max-108

imum capacity and cannot accommodate further dispatch. Network congestion is109

managed by penalizing electricity consumption at congested nodes using the loca-110

tional marginal pricing (LMP) scheme [21]. The independent system operator (ISO),111

who is responsible for the daily operation of the transmission grid, calculates LMP112

values at any individual node. These values reflect the minimum additional cost of113

fulfilling the demand for one additional unit of power (MWh).114

Similar to [2, 3], the following assumptions are considered in the presented model:115

• Generic GenCos are taken into account; thus, GenCos can utilize various116

technologies (e.g., biogas power plants, wind turbines).117

• To ease modeling, small players (i.e., GenCos and demand centers) in each118

node are aggregated; therefore, aggregated GenCos are assumed to be influ-119

ential players, which means they can affect rivals’ strategic behavior. This120

assumption is not disruptive because of the oligopolistic nature of electricity121

markets [11].122

To manage the DAM, the ISO conducts a series of auctions every day, in which123

GenCos submit their bid prices (bti ∈ Bi) and feasible production capacities (PL
i124

and PH
i ) for each hour of the next day (t ∈ {1, . . . , 24}). Subsequently, the ISO125

solves an optimal power flow (OPF) problem concerning submitted bids such that126

social welfare is maximized at each hour. In this manuscript, the DCOPF problem127

is adopted as it is employed extensively in power systems operation and is a linear128

programming (LP) model. The optimal solution of the DCOPF problem at hour129

t determines the electricity price (λt
i) and voltage angle (θti) at each node, and130

GenCos’ production level (P t
i ). The DCOPF problem formulation is given as follows:131

minimizeP t
i
,θt

i
zt =

∑

i

btiP
t
i (1)

subject to

P t
i −Dt

i =
∑

ij∈BR

yij
(

θti − θtj
)

∀i (2)

PL
i ≤ P t

i ≤ PH
i ∀i (3)

−π ≤ θti ≤ π ∀i (4)

|yij(θ
t
i − θtj)|≤ FH

ij ∀ij ∈ BR (5)

Here,Dt
i is the demand at node i and hour t,BR is the set of available transmission132

lines, yij represents the admittance of the connecting line between a pair of nodes133

(i.e., i and j), PL
i and PH

i determine the minimum and the maximum generation134

capacity of GenCo-i, respectively, and FH
ij specifies the maximum permissible flow135

in the transmission line connecting node-i to node-j. For the sake of simplicity, we136

assume PH
i , PL

i , and Dt
i to be constant through time in the remainder of this paper.137

The objective function in Eq.(1) is to minimize the electricity procurement cost.138

Eq.(2) balances the flow of electricity by transmitting the extra power of each139
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node into connected nodes. Eq.(3) confines the maximum and minimum permissible140

capacity of each GenCo. PL
i can be set to a positive value when the power is already141

purchased or GenCo-i is selling according to a support mechanism such as feed-in142

tariffs. Eq. (4) limits the voltage angle within a finite range. Additionally, the value143

of θt at the reference node is set to zero. Finally, Eq.(5) controls the maximum flow144

through transmission lines. At the optimal solution, the dual variable corresponding145

to Eq. (2) sets the unit electricity price at each node (i.e., λt
i).146

After clearing the market by the ISO, GenCos can calculate their payoffs at each147

specific hour as rti = P t
i (λ

t
i − ci), where the electricity generation cost of GenCo-i148

is captured by ci. It is quite realistic to assume GenCos conceal their payoffs from149

rivals as it may reveal confidential information regarding their business [17].150

Collusive strategy151

As mentioned earlier, a feature of any oligopolistic market is the likelihood of par-152

ticipants engaging in collusion. Table 1 displays a simplified case, in which GenCos’153

payoffs (rt1, r
t
2) are displayed with respect to various bid values. According to Table154

1, (bt1 = 20, bt2 = 30) is the Nash equilibrium of the single-stage game (i.e., t ∈ {1}),155

as no GenCos can get a better payoff by deviating from the Nash strategy given156

the other player keeps bidding the same price; nonetheless, there is another strategy157

(bt1 = 30, bt2 = 40), the so-called collusive strategy, in which both GenCos can obtain158

higher payoffs. Collusive strategies can lead to exorbitant electric bills for end-users159

by damaging consumer surplus in favor of producer surplus. The high electricity160

price is one of the influential factors causing energy poverty in societies [35].161

Although the collusive strategy serves both GenCos, it is considered unstable in162

a single-stage game since GenCo-2 can benefit far more by deviating the collusive163

strategy, i.e., (bt1 = 30, bt2 = 20). What prevents GenCo-2 from doing so is the164

response of GenCo-1 in the forthcoming hours, which can move the game to the165

Nash equilibrium and damage the long-term profit of both GenCos in infinitely166

repeated games (i.e., t ∈ {1, . . . ,∞}): GenCo-2’s deviation from SCE (by offering167

e20) forces GenCo-1 to play e20 per hour instead of e30. In the next hour, GenCo-168

2 has to offer e30. Therefore, both GenCos fail by playing less a profitable strategy169

for the reminder of the time horizon.170

Based on the UK’s competition market authority [43], algorithmic pricing may171

help to improve the stability of collusion by allowing cartel members to identify172

deviations from the negotiated bid prices more rapidly.173

Table 1 Payoff profile of GenCo-1 and GenCo-2. The arrows display the transformation of offers in
subsequent hours when GenCo-2 deviates from the collusive strategy.

B1\B2 20 30 40 50

20 (857,0) (3428, 785) (6000, 0) (6000, 0)

30 (416, 2500) (3428, 785) (6000, 1571) (6000, 0)

40 (0, 6000) (0, 6000) (0, 6000) (5000, 0)

50 (0, 6000) (0, 6000) (0, 6000) (0, 7500)

In this manuscript, we adopt terminology and definitions similar to that which174

is available in [1] for the strong collusive equilibrium (SCE) and the most collusive175

equilibrium (SCE*).176
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Given the payoff table, discovering collusion using heuristics has been studied in177

[14]; however, as mentioned earlier, GenCos have imperfect knowledge about rivals’178

payoffs in the real world [17].179

Methodology180

In this manuscript, two learning mechanisms are discussed in detail. The first section181

is devoted to a simple QL method with time-dependent parameters, which has182

been employed in [2]. GenCos that benefit from this QL model exploit their past183

experiences alone. The next section discusses the proposed DQN method. Although184

GenCos have no information regarding the dispatched power and the generation185

cost of rivals, the submitted bids to the ISO are assumed to be common knowledge186

in the proposed DQN model. The outcomes of the mentioned learning methods will187

be contrasted.188

Q-learning with decay189

For each hour, agents submit their bid prices to the ISO in order to satisfy the190

demand. The ISO determines the winning bids and LMPs, taking the transmission191

network structure into account. For this algorithm, GenCos calculate the profit192

corresponding to the submitted bid prices, assuming that they have no information193

regarding the submitted bids by rivals. Consequently, the optimal action of GenCos194

can vary based on rivals’ responses.195

To capture the dynamism of such markets, players should associate uneven signif-196

icance to the information, based on accumulated knowledge. Thereby, the following197

time-dependent parameters are introduced:198

• Recency rate (αt
i) determines the importance of the recent outcomes for ith199

GenCo at iteration t. The value of αt
i is expected to decline as GenCo-i collects200

information.201

• Exploration parameter (ǫti) adjusts the exploration rate versus exploitation.202

As GenCo-i becomes mature, it tends to rely more on collected information203

than searching for undiscovered solutions.204

GenCo-i chooses a bid price randomly with the probability ǫti, whereas the205

best-known bid, b∗i = argmax
bij∈Bi

{Qt
ij}, with the probability 1 − ǫti. In the litera-206

ture, this mechanism is called the ǫ-greedy action selection rule [42]. Contrary to207

generic RL algorithms, ǫti decreases linearly over time to a value near zero, i.e.,208

ǫti = max{0.001,
8t(ǫ0i−1)
maxt

+ ǫ0i }, as GenCo-i explores the state-action space suffi-209

ciently.210

Furthermore, at each iteration, t ∈ {1, . . . ,maxt}, GenCo-i updates the Q-value

(Qt
ij) corresponding to each bid price (bij ∈ Bi) based on modified αt

i and the

realized payoff (rij) as described in Eq. (6).

αt
i = α0

i − (0.9t/maxt)α
0
i

Qt
ij = (1− αt

i)Q
t−1
ij + αt

irij (6)

Deep Q-Networks approach211

In this section, the detail of the proposed DQN model is described, by which Gen-212

Cos enhance their understandings of the environment and optimize their actions213

accordingly. The critical elements of the proposed model are as follows:214
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• Environment: The platform whereby ISO clears the market and determines215

agents’ rewards.216

• Agents: Myopic GenCos that desire to increase their long-term rewards217

through learning.218

• State: vector sti encapsulates the state of the system for GenCo-i at time t.219

In our setting, sti consists of the submitted bid prices by all GenCos at time220

t in addition to private information related to GenCo-i, such as ci and P t
i .221

• Action: The response of GenCo-i to improve its reward, based on observed222

state (i.e., bti ∈ Bi).223

• Reward: the obtained payoff of GenCo-i, rti , based on assigned power and224

cleared price after submitting its bid price.225

The overall workflow of the proposed DQN model is depicted in Figure 1. Agents226

submit random bids at the beginning of the time horizon and store results until227

the number of records in their replay memory (Bi) exceeds a minimum level. Then,228

GenCo-i chooses a batch of experiences from memory using the last-in, first-out229

(LIFO) scheme[1]. The LIFO scheme is used to prioritize and capture recent inter-230

actions among players. The selected experience {sti, b
t
i, r

t
i , s

t+1
i } are normalized and231

fed into a feed-forward multi-layer neural network to predict the expected reward232

for the submitted bid price bti using Eq.(7).233

Qt+1
i (sti, b

t
i| ~wi) = (1− αt

i)Q
t
i(s

t
i, b

t
i| ~wi)+

αt
i (r

t
i + γ E[maxb

t+1
i
{Qt

i(s
t+1
i , bt+1

i | ~wi)}] (7)

αt
i = α0

i e
−0.1(|si∈Bi:si=sti|−1) (8)

In Eq.(7), the discount factor (γ ∈ (0, 1)) presents GenCos’ perceived significance234

of future rewards compared to immediate payoff. According to Eq.(7), the expected235

future reward, E[maxb
t+1
i
{Qt

i(s
t+1
i , bt+1

i | ~wi)}], is calculated since st+1
i is established236

based on the collective actions of all GenCos (bti, ∀i ∈ I), and not a GenCo solely.237

As is evident, the Markov property does not hold, considering the action space of238

each GenCo at the beginning of the simulation, i.e., p(st+1
i |sti, b

t
i) 6= p(st+1

i |s1i , b
1
i ,239

s2i , b
2
i , . . . , s

t
i, b

t
i); however, this property may hold if all GenCos act optimally and240

choose the best bid, b∗i , corresponding to a given state at time t. Thus, the Markov241

property asymptotically holds true if the learning process converges.242

Eq.(8) reduces αt
i value from an initial level of α0

i based on the number of recorded243

identical sti entries inBi. Hence, when state sti appears more frequently, Qt
i(s

t
i, b

t
i| ~wi)244

converges to a fixed function, i.e., Q∗
i (s

t
i, b

t
i| ~wi), as the solution space is being ex-245

plored sufficiently [45]. To improve the network stability during the learning process,246

the weight vector ( ~wi) of the target network is synchronized periodically (i.e., every247

2500 iterations). In theory, this technique assists smoother convergence by prevent-248

ing instantaneous oscillations while accelerating the process by not training the249

target network separately [31].250

The rectified linear unit (ReLU) function is adopted as the activation function251

of hidden layers in both target and prediction networks. In contrast, a regression252

[1]Our approach is different from [48], which uses the First-in, First-Out scheme
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of DQN model for GenCo-i.

layer is added to the output layer. In order to train the network, the loss function253

is minimized using the widely-used Adam [23] algorithm with the following values254

for hyper-parameters: the batch size of 32, the learning rate of 0.01, β1 = 0.99,255

β2 = 0.999, and weight decay of L2 regularization of 0.015.256

Algorithm 1 displays the method by which GenCo-i evaluates bids before sub-257

mitting. At first, GenCo-i determines whether to offer a random bid price with the258

probability of ǫti or to exploit collected knowledge to submit the best-known bid259

price otherwise. ǫti is computed similar to the Q-learning with decay algorithm.260

Algorithm 1 Submitting a bid at time t by GenCo-i

1: r ← U(0, 1)

2: if r ≤ ǫti then

3: if bt−k
i 6= . . . 6= bt−1

i then

4: bti ← choose a bid randomly from Bi

5: else

6: k ← k + 1

7: bti ← bt−1
i

8: end if

9: else

10: b∗i ← argmax
bt
i
∈Bi

{Qt
i(s

t
i, b

t
i| ~wi) + µt

i}

11: end if

To improve the stability, lines 3-8 in Algorithm 1 do not allow GenCo-i to exercise261

its right for choosing a random bid if k previous bids are unchanged for some reason.262

When GenCo-i decides to submit the best-known bid, it feeds the current state,263

sti, into the prediction network and chooses the bid that maximizes the reward264

according to the equation in line 10. In line 10, µt
i incentives not altering GenCo’s265
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best-known bid if the Q-values of other options are just slightly better, i.e., b∗i ≈266

bt−1
i . The µt

i parameter also penalizes smaller bid prices than bt−1
i to prevent a price267

war between GenCos.268

To implement the proposed DQN model, the ConvNetSharp library [22] has been269

utilized in EMSimulator [15]. Moreover, EMSimulator employs the Microsoft Solver270

Foundation [30] library to clear the wholesale electricity market at each hour,271

through which the simulation process is accelerated by generating the DCOPF272

model on the fly. We assume that ISO uses a lookup table for the optimal solutions273

of previously solved problems. Doing so helps speed up the simulation even further274

at the expense of eliminating possible alternate optimal solutions.275

Results276

Figure 2 illustrates a case study with seven nodes and four active agents, in which277

strong collusive strategies exist in 13 states. The presented case study is the modi-278

fied version of the real Pennsylvania-New-Jersey-Maryland (PJM) five node power279

system, which is widely used in economic papers [3, 25, 26, 32] due to its simplic-280

ity. We developed a script to adjust structure-related parameters such that SCE is281

available, given the set of bid prices.282

The maximum generation capacity of GenCos (PH
i ) and load at demand centers283

(Di) are written within the boundary of each node. Also, the maximum permissible284

flow between the source and destination nodes (Fij) are mentioned next to the285

transmission lines. The dedicated set of bid prices for each GenCo, Bi, and the unit286

cost of generating electricity, ci are shown at the top-right corner. We devise bid287

prices such that no two GenCos have the same offer. Doing so will decrease the288

possibility of alternative optimal solutions per se.289

N2 ∼

G:35 L:10

N1 ∼

G:42 L:17

N3

L:8

N4

L:6

N5∼

G:40 L:13

N7

L:12

N6∼

G:40

B1: {21,26,31,36,41,46,51} c1: 20 e/MWh

B2: {22,27,32,37,42,47,52} c2: 20 e/MWh

B5: {33,38,43,48,53} c5: 30 e/MWh

B5: {14,19,24,29,34,39,44,49,54} c6: 10 e/MWh

15

21

5 11

5
14

16

23

Figure 2 The case study with seven nodes and collusive strategies. The third node is considered
as the base node.

Among 2205 states, the most collusive strategy is at (bSCE
1 = 51, bSCE

2 =290

47, bSCE
5 = 43, bSCE

6 = 39) with the payoff tuple of (rSCE
1 = 279, rSCE

2 =291
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513, rSCE
5 = 195, rSCE

6 = 667). The two Nash equilibria strategies are at (bN1 =292

31, bN2 = 27, bN5 = {33, 38}, bN6 = 29) with the same payoff tuple (rN1 = 225.5, rN2 =293

157.5, rN5 = 0, rN6 = 437). It is clear that rSCE
i > rNi , ∀i ∈ I.294

The simulation is conducted ten times over 100,000 iterations in a computer with295

16 GB memory and an Intel Core i7-10510U processor. The program dedicates a296

thread with its exclusive memory space to each GenCo; hence, four logical cores297

out of eight are utilized thoroughly in this case study.298

The initial recency (α0
i ) and initial exploration rates (ǫ0i ) of all GenCos are set to299

0.1 and 0.9, respectively. The prediction network is trained using Adam algorithm300

as mentioned earlier. Figure 3 shows the total loss (
∑

i Li( ~wi)) of the action-value301

function for 20,000 iterations and five replications. The pale lines represent different302

replications, and their average is drawn with a darker line.303

0 0.5 1 1.5 2
·104

0

10

20

30

40

50

Iterations

T
ot
al

L
os
s

Figure 3 Loss reduction through learning. The light-toned lines represent various replications, and
the dark line depicts their average. The total loss decreases as agents minimize the error using
Adam algorithm.

Figure 4 demonstrates payoff values of all GenCos as an instance when GenCos304

converge to an SCE. GenCo-2 and GenCo-6 gradually increase their payoffs while305

GenCo-1 and GenCo-5 struggle to hold their position in the market. Finally, all306

parties settle on an SCE strategy, (bSCE
1 = 51, bSCE

2 = 47, bSCE
5 = 43, bSCE

6 = 34),307

at around 87K.308

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
·105
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200

400
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Iterations
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ay
off

s
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)

GenCo-1
GenCo-2
GenCo-5
GenCo-6

Figure 4 GenCos’ payoff transformation through iterations. Pale lines represent payoffs with a
resolution of 100 iterations. To observe directions clearly, payoffs smoothed out in listed trends.
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As depicted in Table 2, the converged tuple of bids using the proposed DQN309

outperforms the Nash equilibria and Q-learning with decay, in terms of payoffs.310

The bold rows mean convergence to an SCE as defined in [1]. However, GenCo-i’s311

average payoff (E[rDQN
i ]) is not greater than the corresponding payoff in the SCE*.312

The proposed DQN algorithm was able to find an SCE in 70% of replications and the313

SCE* in 30% of occurrences. On average, DQN equipped GenCos could earn e1466314

per hour versus e1018 in QL with decay. If all GenCos agree to act according to the315

SCE*, they can acquire e1654 per hour. This means that DQN-equipped GenCos316

can obtain 77.5% of acquirable profit if they diverge from the Nash equilibrium to317

the SCE*.318

Table 2 Converged bid and payoff for each GenCo under two learning mechanisms

DQN Q-Learning with decay

# b∗1/r
∗
1 b∗2/r

∗
2 b∗5/r

∗
5 b∗6/r

∗
6 b∗1/r

∗
1 b∗2/r

∗
2 b∗5/r

∗
5 b∗6/r

∗
6

1 51/279 47/513 43/195 34/552 46/182 32/324 33/96 34/0

2 51/279 47/513 43/195 39/667 41/147 32/324 33/27 29/437

3 51/217 42/594 53/207 49/897 41/430 37/328 48/0 34/552

4 46/234 42/418 38/120 29/437 36/328 32/270 38/0 29/437

5 51/279 47/513 43/195 39/667 36/387 37/0 33/160 34/43.2

6 51/279 47/513 43/195 29/437 41/430 37/328 43/0 34/552

7 46/234 42/418 38/120 29/437 36/112 32/324 33/96 34/552

8 51/279 47/513 43/195 39/667 36/112 32/324 33/96 34/552

9 31/367 32/116 33/0 29/437 36/112 32/324 33/96 34/552

10 51/217 42/594 43/117 34/552 41/147 32/324 43/117 34/552

E[r∗i ] 266 471 154 575 239 287 69 423

The readers should note that the convergence to SCEs is not guaranteed since a319

simulation method is employed. However, we have a few significant observations:320

1 The average payoff using DQN is higher than the conventional Q-learning321

methods.322

2 Participants often receive payoffs larger than Nash equilibria of the single-323

stage game, which might be caused by a price war and competition among324

players.325

3 The proposed setting unveils the possibility of players unintentionally engag-326

ing in collusion in an oligopoly market.327

Discussion328

It is well-known in the literature that transparent markets facilitate maintaining329

tacit collusion via coordination of GenCos’ actions [34]. However, we designed a330

DQN model in this manuscript, which has no information regarding the rivals’331

utilized technology, LMPs, and dispatched powers. The developed model discovers332

and sustains collusive strategies only by knowing the rivals’ offered prices even333

though GenCos’ objective is to improve the long-term payoff.334

While the proposed DQN model proves the possibility of tacit collusion among335

players in deregulated electricity markets, it should be noted that submitted bids336

are assumed as common knowledge. Although GenCos may learn rivals’ actions337
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under pay-as-bid pricing, this information usually stays hidden behind the curtain338

of market-clearing prices under uniform and DCOPF pricing. Hence, for agents339

to collude using the proposed algorithm, the bidding curve should be available340

immediately, which is not the case in many countries [28]. According to [46, 47],341

information disclosure varies extensively among countries: some countries release342

bidding curves almost immediately while others experience a delay of multiple weeks343

or months.344

There are also supporting discussions regarding the immediate release of bidding345

curves by ISO [10, 28, 29]. All in all, the general trend around the globe confirms346

that markets are moving toward full transparency, notably with data concerning347

historical bidding behaviors [17]. Hence, market designers and policymakers should348

consider the joint impact of autonomous pricing and information disclosure on Gen-349

Cos’ behavior prior to crafting market regulations.350

Conclusions351

Liberalized electricity markets should overcome empirical challenges to materialize352

predicted objectives completely. One major challenge is to achieve a fully compet-353

itive market by eliminating collusion of any type. While revealing the exercise of354

market power by participants is a tough row to hoe, autonomous pricing algorithms355

add extra complexity to the problem. In this paper, we aim to investigate the im-356

pact of emerging DQN models on the behavior of players. The outcomes suggest357

that GenCos may be able to collude unintentionally while trying to ameliorate358

long-term profits. Therefore, policymakers and market designers should be vigilant359

regarding the combined effect of information disclosure and autonomous pricing, as360

new models exploit information more effectively.361

Although the proposed DQN model does not need the solution of the DCOPF362

problem for rivals, it still requires knowing other GenCos’ bidding curves. Conse-363

quently. one future research direction might be to design an algorithm that only364

relies on publicly available information such as LMPs with monthly delay.365
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